
Village Greens are the Heart of Vermont's Communities 
- This article contains excerpts from the Vermont Village Greens Report, written by Amie Schiller, intern with 
the VT Urban & Community Forestry Program and ACCD’s Community Planning and Revitalization Division 

 
Steeped in history and tradition, village greens have served as the 

physical and cultural heart of Vermont communities for centuries. 

It’s a place to relax, host your weekly farmers’ market, the location 

of the town’s holiday celebrations and convenient setting for a 

picnic, craft fair, or even an impromptu ultimate frisbee game. 

Village greens provide Vermonters a place to gather, to recreate 

and celebrate, and to engage in commerce and democracy.  

The Agency of Natural Resources Urban and Community Forestry Program and the Agency of 

Commerce and Community Development Community and Planning and Revitalization team 

developed the Village Green Initiative to celebrate and recognize Vermont’s true historic gathering 

places. 

 

Historically located where roads converged, meetinghouses were established, commerce 

concentrated and homes clustered, village greens hold a special place in community life. Often 

surrounded by important civic, economic and religious buildings, village greens have always been a 

place to gather and observe tradition, celebrate holidays, and connect with each other. They are a 

unique piece of Vermont life, one that provides us with a lasting sense of time and place.  

 

Today, human pressures and developmental changes to our village greens have affected the 

longevity and well-being of these beloved gathering spaces. The widening of roads, sidewalks, 

parking lots, and new buildings cut into, and often separated land designated for the village greens. 

The environmental integrity of the greens are further deteriorated when utility lines conflict with tree 

canopies, when tree trunks are damaged by poor maintenance practices, and as soils become 

compacted and impervious. Additionally, exposure to automobile exhaust, road salt, and acid rain 

further compromise the biological health of surrounding trees and grass, as well as the monuments 

and memorials that have stood through time, documenting Vermont's brave contributions to the 

nation. However, these environmental pressures are not the only factors threatening the vitality of our 

village greens. Current economic and social pressures stretch thin town budgets to the limit, 

compromising maintenance and preservation funds for the village greens.   

 

And yet, just as the green reflects contemporary pressures within our townships, their rejuvenation can 

serve as a natural catalyst for community health and revitalization. 

  



The Vermont Village Greens Initiative was born out of the acknowledgment of the challenges facing 

our greens, and the recognition of the rich value they bring to Vermont communities. The Initiative 

kicked off in the fall of 2013 lead by ACCD’s Community Planning and Revitalization team and ANR’s 

Urban and Community Forestry Program.  The integrated program focuses on raising awareness and 

understanding of the cultural, economic, and historical value that village greens provide to Vermont. 

The Initiative represents the collaborative efforts of community, academic, and state-based 

programs, including the Dept. of Forests, Parks and Recreation's Vermont Urban and Community 

Forestry program, the Agency of Commerce and Community Development's Community Planning 

and Revitalization, UVM Rubenstein School's Office of Experiential Learning, and the Preservation Trust 

of Vermont.  

 

The goal of the Village Greens Initiative is to raise awareness, appreciation and understanding of 

these revered community gathering spaces across Vermont.  Village Greens offer a cultural, 

economic and historical value to our state.  Specifically, the Initiative has: 

• engaged over 60 UVM students focusing on 18 village greens 

• created a yearlong internship with the Urban and Community Forestry Program that focused 

on 9 greens with associated research and comprehensive report  
• created a summer internship (funded by the Preservation Trust of Vermont) with the Agency of 

Commerce and Community Development that identified 148 village greens through mapping 

and research 

• developed a comprehensive GIS data layer of the 148 village greens on the ANR Atlas online 

mapping tool. 

 

For those who are interested in actively supporting your local village green, contact Elise Schadler 

with the Urban and Community Forestry Program or Richard Amore, with ACCD’s Community 

Planning and Revitalization. To learn more about the Vermont Village Greens Initiative, visit the 

Vermont Urban & Community Forestry's web page and ACCD’s Community Planning and 

Revitalization webpage.  Or, check out the recently released Vermont Village Greens Report, which 

details the work completed during the initial year of the Initiative and the accompanying case 

studies. 

  

Preserving and revitalizing Vermont’s village greens is of upmost importance, as the greens are 

cherished community spaces in our villages and downtowns that reveal the collective history and 

culture of Vermont.  The village green is Vermont’s true democratic gathering place, a place for 

community to observe tradition, celebrate holidays, embrace religion and engage in politics.  It is 
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often the only public space that reflects a community’s collective interests, desires and value.  This 

has long been the role of the village green and is no less true today.  Please share this Initiative to 

raise awareness for Vermont’s cherished village greens as they offer insight into the meaning of 

community life in the ongoing settlement of Vermont’s evolving landscape. 
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